HIPAA Privacy Consulting
The Office of Civil Rights is
gearing up to conduct 1,200
HIPAA compliance audits.
They are targeting 800 covered
entities and 400 business
associates. Unlike the initial
round of audits where no fines
were levied, significant financial
penalties for non-compliance
have been promised. Intrusive
corrective action plans will be
applied. These plans are timeintensive and costly to your
operation.

Preparing for the audits can
take your staff away from
their important day-to-day duties.
In addition, it is often difficult
to objectively analyze internal
documents and practices in
the way an OCR auditor will.
One of the best ways to review
your preparedness is to conduct
a mock audit to reveal missing
components of your HIPAA
readiness.
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Just Associates provides consulting services that decrease data integrity
issues and minimize the ongoing costs of maintaining patient data quality.
We focus on helping healthcare organizations identify and resolve these
issues and ensure accurate patient matching.

We engaged Just Associates for a complete
review of our HIPAA Compliance program.
They were thorough and professional in all
aspects of the project and worked well with
our team.”
Mike Kimball, COO
iMedX, Inc.

Just Associates can help you identify gaps in your compliance program
and make recommendations to assist in your readiness efforts.
We assist with:
• A mock OCR audit (privacy, security and breach notification)
• HIPAA Privacy Policies and Procedures
• HIPAA Security Policies and Procedures
• HIPAA Breach Notification Policies and Procedures
• A comprehensive Security Risk Analysis
• An analysis of your security audit program
• Remote Privacy Officer Services
• HIPAA Privacy and Security Awareness Training
• Disaster and Recovery Plans
• Breach Response Plans
• An analysis customizable to your specific needs
Our comprehensive services can be customized to meet your
organization’s specific needs. Our consultants’ extensive knowledge
of industry best practices allows us to effectively evaluate your policies
and help prepare you for upcoming audits.

Breaches are taking place at an alarming rate
and even a small breach can result in huge
financial and reputational costs. Protect your
organization with our in-depth consulting and
the option of adding an electronic tracking tool
to create a state-of-the-art solution to meet
privacy and security requirements. Contact us
today and discover the many ways we can help
you navigate the complex course towards
HIPAA Compliance.
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To complement our services, we have teamed up with Compliance Pro™.
Their web-based tracking, monitoring and reporting solution is ideal for
healthcare organizations looking for HIPAA documentation software.
Compliance Pro features include, wrongful disclosure, security incident
and business associate tracking. Also included is tracking for amendment
and restriction requests and a comprehensive resource library of documents
and reference materials. Save time and resources by moving your HIPAA
compliance documentation into a program designed to meet your HIPAA
compliance needs.
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